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were balconies with balustrades of wood such as were seen
on Swiss peasant cottages; a terrace suggesting a French
chateau, and columns that were half-way between a strange
Renaissance form and the first discoveries of " Art Nouveau"
With all that, its general appearance suggested the kind of
chinoiserie that had been fashionable in France for some
years. In 1883 the house had a certain curious beauty"
and originality, and it was sumptuous and comfortable.
The gardens were lovely. Near by stood charming old
houses in the best traditions of Swiss country architecture
of the eighteenth century. The nearest village, with its
central church, was Tolochenaz. It was an old Swiss name,
but it sounded exotic, while the name Riond Bosson had
a certain distinction.
Soon before its acquisition the marriage of the Gorskis
was annulled. Towards the end of May, 1899, Paderewski
married Mme Helena in the Cathedral in Warsaw.
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From the  moment  Mme  Helena  fell in  love  with
Paderewski, it was not only her future husband whom she
worshipped inhim, but also the outstanding artist. Although
intellectually he was her superior, she was able to substitute
an accurate instinct for what she lacked in culture and
musical education.   Coupled with her great love for him,
this was to prove a tremendous power.   Things she did not
know she seemed to acquire by a process of emotional
assimilation.   He represented to her everything that an
heroic genius might mean to one who was not only an
adoring wife but also a sensitive woman.   It is doubtful
whether she really cared for music ; but as music was the
perfect medium for the expression of her husband's feelings,
she tried to understand it in order to find him in it.   It
was perhaps a strange mixture—romantic adoration and
a strong instinct in an otherwise matter-of-fact woman—
but they became the guiding principles of her married life
with Ignace.   She accepted joyfully the roles of wife and

